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Key Points:
- Once in equilibrium, both the global mean temperature and precipitation responses are twice as large as the transient 1970-2010 changes.
- The temperature response per unit forcing varies significantly across many factors, and should be used carefully for short-lived species.
- Changes in daily precipitation distribution are dominated by greenhouse gases at global scale, but by aerosol changes at regional scales.

Abstract

It is crucial to reduce uncertainties in our understanding of the climate impacts of short-lived climate forcers (SLCFs), in the context that their emissions/concentrations are anticipated to decrease significantly in the coming decades worldwide. Using the Community Earth System Model (CESM1), we performed time-slice experiments to investigate the effective radiative forcing (ERF) and climate responses to 1970-2010 changes in well-mixed greenhouse gases, anthropogenic aerosols, as well as tropospheric and stratospheric ozone. Once the present-day climate has fully responded to 1970-2010 changes in all forcings, both the global mean temperature and precipitation responses are twice as large as the transient ones, with wet regions getting wetter, and dry regions drier. The temperature response per unit ERF for short-lived species varies considerably across many factors including forcing agents, and the magnitudes and locations of emission changes. This suggests that the ERF should be used...
carefully to interpret the climate impacts of SLCFs. Changes in both the mean and the probability distribution of global mean daily precipitation are driven mainly by GHG increases. However, changes in the frequency distributions of regional mean daily precipitation are more strongly influenced by changes in aerosols, rather than greenhouse gases. This is particularly true over Asia and Europe where aerosol changes have significant impacts on the frequency of heavy-to-extreme precipitation. Our results may help guide more reliable near-future climate projections and allow us to manage climate risks more effectively.

1 Introduction

It is well established that human activities have altered the chemical and physical properties of the atmosphere (Acosta Navarro et al., 2017), and therefore influenced the climate system (Schmidt et al., 2014). Changes in many climate features, especially the global warming trend, have been shown to be driven mainly by the increasing abundance of well-mixed greenhouse gases (GHGs) (Stocker et al., 2013). However, there are also significant concerns about the impacts of short-lived (i.e., having a shorter lifetime than CO₂) climate forcers (SLCFs, notably aerosols and ozone and their precursor gases) on both air quality and climate (Stocker et al., 2013; Schmale et al., 2014; Stohl et al., 2015). Unlike GHGs, concentrations of SLCFs depend strongly on the geographical location of emission sources, and their radiative forcings are largely heterogeneous and uncertain (Stohl et al., 2015; Aamaas et al., 2017). More importantly, the climate response to SLCFs differs from that of quasi-uniform forcing agents at regional scales (Lamarque et al., 2011; Aamaas et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2019).

The climate system evolves slowly in response to changing emissions: once a perturbation (radiative forcing) is introduced, the climate system will respond and adjust to
restore the radiative balance on decadal timescales, and even centennial timescales when accounting for the deep ocean heat uptake (Yang and Zhu, 2011). The climate in the new equilibrium can be very different from its transient state as the latter does not account for the full long-term response to the imposed forcing (Yoshimori et al., 2016). The equilibrium climate response to GHGs, and CO$_{2}$ in particular, has received much attention (Marvel et al., 2016; Rugenstein and Bloch-Johnson, 2016; Yoshimori et al., 2016; Caldwell et al., 2018). In comparison, there are fewer studies on the equilibrium climate response to changes in SLCFs, except some looking at idealized experiments where emissions/concentrations of aerosols are scaled rather arbitrarily (Kühn et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2018; Persad and Caldeira, 2018; Samset et al., 2018). However, despite their short lifetimes, a major fraction of SLCFs’ impacts are associated with the slow response of the ocean through adjustments in circulation and clouds (Allen and Sherwood, 2011; Ganguly et al., 2012; Voigt et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017). The slow response emerges on decadal to centennial timescales (Ganguly et al., 2012; Voigt et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017) even after these SLCFs are removed. For example, equilibrium model simulations indicate that the long-term slow response is more important in shaping the total equilibrium response of the Asian monsoon to aerosol forcing (Ganguly et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2017). That is, similar to these long-lived species such as CO$_{2}$, the climate impacts of SLCFs will not be fully realised until the climate has equilibrated, suggesting the importance of studying the equilibrium climate responses to SLCFs as GHGs.

Some studies compared the differences in climate responses between GHGs and aerosols using mixed-layer ocean models (Feichter et al., 2004; Ming and Ramaswamy, 2009; Ocko et al., 2014; Dallafior et al., 2016; Hodnebrog et al., 2016; Chen and Dong, 2018; Tian et al., 2018). Nevertheless, to our knowledge, there are very few studies (e.g., Wang et al. (2018a)) specifically designed to systematically compare the equilibrium climate response to recent changes in major climate drivers (e.g., GHGs, aerosols and ozone) using a (or a set of) fully-
coupled climate model(s). Also, the difference between equilibrium and transient climate responses have not been investigated so far. However, the evolving climate response, and consequently the equilibrium sensitivity, of SLCFs is of scientific interest, as they show significant new insights into how the climate system responds to SLCFs, and that there are important differences between SLCFs and GHGs. This provides useful implications for future long-term climate projection and policy-making in the context that we expect significant changes in future emissions of SLCFs. Here we focus on the 1970-2010 period for the following reasons. Firstly, a very large fraction of the preindustrial to present-day global warming occurred after about 1970 (Stocker et al., 2013). Secondly, emissions of CO$_2$ started to increase in a dramatic way since the 1970s (Olivier et al., 2005; Figueres et al., 2018). Thirdly and most importantly, as described below, the atmospheric abundance of aerosols and ozone have undergone very dramatic and distinctive changes since around 1970.

While Asia is currently the dominant emission source of air pollutants worldwide, Europe and North America have been the primary emission sources for more than a century since industrialization (Lamarque et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2011). The first continental air quality directive was implemented in Europe in 1970, while country-level air quality acts have been introduced even earlier (the mid-1960s). Since then legislation has been gradually introduced in industrialized regions in order to reduce the impacts of acid rain and air pollution (Crippa et al., 2016). As a result, air pollutant emissions followed contrasting trends between developed and developing countries during the past few decades. For example, SO$_2$ emissions from developing countries (e.g., China and India) increased steadily beginning in the 1950s while emissions from developed regions started to decline after around 1970 (Smith et al., 2011). Only after about 2010 have some developing countries started to take mitigation measures. For instance, Chinese SO$_2$ emissions have been declining since about
as a consequence, India was recently reported to have overtaken China as the largest present-day emitter of SO$_2$ (Li et al., 2017).

Aerosols represent the largest uncertainty in the radiative forcing on climate since the preindustrial era (Boucher et al., 2013). For example, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) estimates a 1750-2011 aerosol effective radiative forcing (ERF) of -0.9 W m$^{-2}$, but with a large uncertainty range from -1.9 to -0.1 W m$^{-2}$ (Myhre et al., 2013). Such uncertainties originate from compounding uncertainties in emissions sources, aerosol composition, size distribution, spatial and temporal distribution, and the multiple ways through which they affect climate. Aerosols can influence climate by absorbing/scattering mainly shortwave radiation (the direct effects), and by modifying cloud microphysical properties and therefore cloud albedo and lifetime (aerosol-cloud interactions or indirect effects). These, in combination, modulate precipitation in different and competing ways (Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008; Fan et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2018).

In addition to changes in the trends of emissions of air pollutants between developed and developing regions during the past few decades, there are also distinct changes in tropospheric and stratospheric ozone during 1970-2010. More specifically, tropospheric ozone concentration has increased since the pre-industrial era due to increases in precursor emissions (Stevenson et al., 2013; Checa-Garcia et al., 2018), and varies inter-annually due to fluctuations in downward transport of stratospheric ozone (Hsu and Prather, 2009; Monks et al., 2015; Xie et al., 2016). Simultaneously, industrial emissions of halocarbons have led to widespread depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer since at least the 1970s (Solomon, 1999). Thanks to the Montreal Protocol and its amendments stratospheric ozone has started to recover but at a much slower rate (~3 times slower than the depletion) after about 2000 (Solomon et al., 2016; Hossaini et al., 2017; Kuttipurath and Nair, 2017; Wilmouth et al., 2017). Ozone modulates solar radiation and has a different surface impact depending on its
location: stratospheric ozone depletion reduces UV absorption, cools the stratosphere, and warms the surface, while tropospheric ozone has a greenhouse effect that warms the surface and the lower atmosphere (Stevenson et al., 2013; Xie et al., 2016). The 1850-2014 total ozone ERF is estimated to be +0.30 W m\(^{-2}\), primarily from changes in tropospheric ozone increase (+0.33 W m\(^{-2}\)) and, in a minor way, from stratospheric ozone depletion (-0.03 W m\(^{-2}\)) (Checa-Garcia et al., 2018).

The arguments above indicate the particularity and importance of studying the period 1970-2010. This allows us to examine the differences and relative roles of very distinctive changes in individual forcing agents (especially GHGs versus SLCFs) during recent decades. These are significant for interpreting and attributing currently observed climate change. More importantly, we attempt to improve our understanding of how far present-day climate is from a steady-state with the current level of emissions, which is critical to better constrain long-term climate projections and more adequately prepare for future climate-related risks. Model and simulations, as well as analysis methods, are described in Section 2. The climate response, in particular, changes in temperature and precipitation, and the differences between transient and equilibrium responses, are presented in Section 3, followed by a summary in Section 4.

2 Methods

We make use of the fully-coupled Community Earth System Model (CESM1; Hurrell et al. (2013)) at a horizontal resolution of 0.9°×1.25° and 1°×1° in the atmosphere and ocean, respectively. The atmosphere component of CESM1 is the Community Atmosphere Model 5 (CAM5). CAM5 prescribes the concentrations of CO\(_2\) and CH\(_4\) with seasonal cycles and latitudinal gradients (Conley et al., 2012). CAM5 includes a three-mode (Aitken, accumulation, and coarse) aerosol scheme (Modal Aerosol Module 3). Several aerosol
species (sulphate, organic carbon (OC), black carbon (BC), sea-salt, and dust) are simulated and their number concentrations and mass are prognostically calculated. Simple gas-phase chemistry is included for sulphur species. That is, SO$_2$ is converted into SO$_4$ through both gas-phase OH oxidation and aqueous-phase oxidation by H$_2$O$_2$ and O$_3$ (Liu et al., 2015; Tilmes et al., 2015). BC is emitted into the accumulation mode and ages, which allows it to be coated with soluble species (e.g., SO$_4$) and to nucleate cloud droplets (Conley et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012).

Anthropogenic aerosols and their precursor emissions are from the Emissions Database for Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR) version 4.3.2 inventory for the years 1970 and 2010 (Crippa et al., 2016). The EDGAR aerosol emissions are mapped to conform to the CAM5 emission protocol following Lamarque et al. (2010). GHGs, natural aerosols and other reactive gas emissions/concentrations are from Lamarque et al. (2010) for 1970 and Lamarque et al. (2011) for 2010. Ozone concentrations for 1970 and 2010 (See Figure S1 in the supporting information for the zonal mean distribution of 1970-2010 ozone changes) are from WACCM simulations (Marsh et al., 2013), as used by the CESM1 large ensemble experiment (LENS; Kay et al. (2015)). The LENS was designed to disentangle the signal of climate change from the underlying internal climate variability using the same CESM1 model setup as used here. It has a set of 30 ensemble member of historical (1920-2005) and future (2006-2100, following the RCP8.5 scenario) all-forcing simulations (Riahi et al., 2007; Van Vuuren et al., 2011). Each of the ensemble members has the same forcing and only differs by being initialised from randomly perturbed atmospheric conditions (Kay et al., 2015).

Using CESM1, we carried out two baseline experiments branching off from the LENS transient historical simulation at either 1970 or 2010 (See caption of Figure 1 for more details). The baseline simulations were integrated to equilibrium under the 1970 and 2010 all forcings (denoted as B70 and B10). A number of perturbation experiments, branching off
from the LENS transient simulation at 2010, were also performed by alternatively keeping one of the forcing agents at 1970 levels and the others at 2010 levels (see Table 1). For each experiment, a set of paired simulations were performed. The first is with fixed sea surface temperature and sea ice (hereinafter Fsst) fields derived from the LENS transient simulations. The Fsst experiment was integrated for 40 years, with the last 30 years used to diagnose ERF by the difference in the top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA, top of the model in this case) net radiative flux (Forster et al., 2016). The second is under the same forcings as the first one, but with a fully coupled ocean (Fcpd). The Fcpd experiment was integrated into equilibrium after the initial perturbation, with a repeated annual cycle of the forcings. The length of each Fcpd integration is deemed sufficient for analysis once TOA radiation imbalance no longer shows significant trends (less than 5% relative to the mean values stabilizing at ~0.3 W m$^{-2}$) during the last 30-50 years of each simulation, following recent works (Samset et al.; Samset et al., 2016; Myhre et al., 2017b).

We analyse the last 30 years of each Fcpd simulation (indicated by the black boxes in Figure 1) to show the equilibrium climate responses. Throughout this study, we show differences (Table 1) between 1970 and 2010, to quantify the responses to all forcings (ALL), GHGs, anthropogenic aerosols (AAs), tropospheric ozone increase (Trop. O$_3$), and stratospheric ozone depletion (Strat. O$_3$). It must be noted that GHGs refers to those non-ozone GHGs. Following Shindell and Faluvegi (2009), the sensitivity of the surface air temperature responses to local and global radiative forcing is estimated by normalizing area-weighted mean temperature responses against global and regional mean ERF, respectively.

To compare the equilibrium and transient climate responses, we make use of various datasets: output from the LENS for both the historical (1920 – 2005) and future (RCP8.5 for 2006-2100) periods (Kay et al., 2015); monthly mean 2-m temperature from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996); and monthly observed land-only precipitation
from the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) dataset (Huffman et al., 1997). For above datasets, 15 years of monthly mean fields centred on 1970 and 2010 (7 years either side as reanalysis/observation data are not available beyond 2017) are averaged to produce annual means. The difference between the two 15-year means for 1970 and 2010 from LENS is taken as the transient model response, and those from NCEP/NCAR and GPCC are taken as observational changes.

To produce spatial maps, the analysis is performed on each model grid-box using annual mean values. The statistical significance of the response, as isolated from the corresponding two sets of 30-year runs, is evaluated using the two-tailed Student t-test with a 5% significance level (p-value <0.05), and accounting for serial autocorrelation by adjusting the degrees of freedom following Nychka et al. (2000). For global and regional mean analyses, we first perform an area-weighted mean for each year of each simulation, and then show the results as the mean and 25th-75th percentile spread of the differences between the two sets of 30 year runs.

3. Results

Figure 1 shows the time evolution (annual mean) of the global mean surface air temperature for all model experiments analysed here. Temperature generally increases from the initial condition to reach an approximate equilibrium after ~100 years. The temperature difference between the B70 case in equilibrium and the 1970 initial condition is modest (~0.10 K), indicating that the 1970-2010 equilibrium changes stem primarily from the adjustment to 2010 conditions, while the difference in the initial conditions of the two simulations may also contribute. It is important to point out that the global mean TOA net radiative flux converges from initial values exceeding +1.6 W m⁻² towards zero as the experiments progress, although even after ~150 years a small imbalance is still left in the last
few decades of the experiments (~0.3 W m$^{-2}$; see Section 2) due to the large inertia of the deep oceanic circulation which equilibrates on time-scales of several centuries (Yang and Zhu, 2011). This residual forcing will drive additional climate anomalies further to the ones analysed here. Nevertheless, the impacts from the residual forcing are secondary, given the much larger 1970-2010 forcing changes. (Mitchell et al., 1990; Rugenstein and Bloch-Johnson, 2016; Samset et al., 2018).

The 1970-2010 changes in global and regional area-weighted mean anthropogenic aerosol emissions and aerosol burdens, as well as the spatial distribution of the 550-nm aerosol optical depth (AOD), are shown in Figure 2. The anthropogenic aerosol burden and AOD changes shown here are driven primarily (around 90%; Table S1) by emission changes, with the rest attributable to climate change (i.e., changes in meteorology driven mainly by GHG increases). The emissions and burdens of all aerosol species show increasing trends when averaged globally. For example, the global mean sulphate burden has increased by 0.77 mg m$^{-2}$ (~22%). AOD changes are consistent with regional changes in aerosol emissions and burdens, with a striking dipole pattern featuring an AOD increase over Asia and a decrease over Europe and USA.

### 3.1 Transient versus equilibrium climate responses

To evaluate the performance of CESM1 in simulating transient climate response, we compare the LENS ensemble mean with reanalysis/observations (Figure 3). Further, present-day climate (transient response) is not in equilibrium in response to past emission changes, while the difference between the transient and equilibrium responses is primarily associated with the slow response of the ocean. In order to quantify such differences, we attempt to compare the equilibrium experiments described above with the LENS ensemble mean. The spatial patterns of the 1970-2010 changes in surface air temperature show an overall
agreement across datasets (Figure 3a-c). This is also reflected in the zonal mean profiles (Figure 3d). Comparison between LENS and NCEP/NCAR indicates that apart from the polar regions, the model shows reasonable agreement with reanalysis in reproducing the transient (i.e. LENS) surface air temperature changes. The equilibrium response is roughly double the transient response (Figure 3d), with the global mean 1970-2010 temperature change 0.58 K larger in equilibrium than the transient warming (0.65 K).

Precipitation by nature is more heterogeneous compared to temperature, as is reflected in the spatial patterns of changes (Figure 3e-g). LENS simulated precipitation changes agree in general with the observed ones. However, there are noticeable differences at regional scales such as over equatorial Africa, the Middle East and Southeast Asia. These changes, for example, the wettening over Europe and the drying of the Asian monsoon, as well as the shift of the tropical rain belt, have been broadly discussed in literature as key features of the late-twentieth-century climate evolution (Ropelewski and Halpert, 1987; Bollasina et al., 2011; Hwang et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2013; Acosta Navarro et al., 2017; Jong et al., 2018). The global precipitation pattern displays a striking resemblance between the equilibrium (Figure 3e) and transient (Figure 3f) responses, although the former features anomalies of larger magnitude. The zonal mean (land + ocean) precipitation profile in Figure 3h shows that, compared to the transient response, precipitation increases over the equatorial area (5°S-5°N) and high latitudes but reduces in the mid-latitudes (30°S-5°S and 5°N-40°N) in equilibrium. Globally, the 1970-2010 equilibrium precipitation increase (0.054 mm day⁻¹) is double the transient response (0.026 mm day⁻¹). This is not that surprising given the linkage between changes in precipitation and temperature at global scale.
3.2 Effective radiative forcing and surface air temperature response

The rest of the result section turns to, and focuses on, the ERF and equilibrium climate responses unless otherwise stated. The spatial distribution of TOA ERF and the corresponding surface air temperature responses are shown in Figure 4 (see also Figure S2 for the zonal mean temperature changes). Regional mean ERFs are presented in Figure 5. The global mean 1970-2010 ERF is 1.56±0.45 W m⁻², primarily associated with increases in GHGs (1.50±0.44 W m⁻²) and tropospheric ozone (0.24±0.01 W m⁻²), and only partially offset by aerosol changes (-0.11±0.14 W m⁻²) and stratospheric ozone depletion (-0.07±0.15 W m⁻²). The spatial distribution of ERF associated with GHG increases (Figure 4a) shows substantial uniformity and inter-hemispheric symmetry. In comparison, the ERF associated with aerosol changes (Figure 4b) has larger magnitudes in the NH (where emissions and their changes are the largest), with significant regional differences, and shows a strong anti-correlation with the AOD pattern (Figure 2c). For example, anthropogenic aerosol increases in Asia result in a negative forcing of -1.07±0.91 W m⁻² (Figure 5d), while aerosol reductions over Europe and USA produce positive forcings of 2.43±0.48 and 1.43±0.88 W m⁻² (Figure 5e, f) respectively. In addition, the Arctic (Figure 5c) sees a positive aerosol forcing of 0.24±0.42 W m⁻², related to European and American aerosol reductions. Tropospheric ozone increase (Figure 4c) and stratospheric ozone depletion (Figure 4d), in general, lead to contrasting forcings. The former generates positive forcing, especially over the NH and with the largest value over the Arctic (0.47±0.31 W m⁻²). The latter, on the contrary, generates negative forcing, especially over the Southern Hemisphere.

While the spatial patterns of the surface air temperature response (Figure 4e-h) are broadly consistent with the ERF patterns in the corresponding experiments, there are also major dissimilarities. The equilibrium 1970-2010 global mean temperature change, +1.23±0.14 K, is dominated by GHG increases (+1.03±0.16 K). This is also manifested in the
zonal mean changes (Figure S2). The warming from GHGs is notably amplified over the Poles (Figure 4e and S2), and the Arctic in particular, despite a globally homogeneous ERF distribution. The 1970-2010 aerosol changes induce a negative global mean ERF (-0.11±0.14 W m⁻²), resulting in overall cooling (-0.26±0.14 K). However, the spatial pattern of the temperature response shows substantial differences from that of the forcing. This can be clearly seen over the Arctic and large part of the oceans, which feature pronounced cooling despite the regional positive ERF. The temperature response to ozone reflects relatively more tightly the spatial pattern of ERF: warming (cooling) from positive (negative) forcing in association with tropospheric ozone increase (stratospheric ozone depletion). However, ozone-related zonal mean temperature responses are generally small in magnitude and indistinguishable from zero except over the polar regions (Figure 4). For stratospheric ozone depletion, despite the relatively small global mean ERF and temperature response, it has significant impacts on Southern Hemisphere climate by modulating large-scale circulation (Thompson et al., 2011; Previdi and Polvani, 2014; Dennison et al., 2015; Wu and Polvani, 2017). The Antarctic cooling in response to stratospheric ozone depletion is larger than those reported by recent works (McLandress et al., 2011; England et al., 2016; Chiodo et al., 2017; Karpechko et al., 2018). This may imply that the Antarctic temperature response to stratospheric ozone depletion can be even greater than currently estimated once the climate has fully equilibrated.

The above analysis indicates that the pattern of surface air temperature response does not necessarily follow the forcing, particularly in the case of aerosols and stratospheric ozone depletion. To point this out even more clearly, we investigate the sensitivity of the temperature response per unit ERF globally as well as regionally. Figure 6 shows the ERF sensitivity for various forcing agents. When regional mean temperature changes are normalized by global mean ERFs, the sensitivity values, over all regions, are greater in the
experiment where all forcings take effects simultaneously compared to the experiment where GHGs take effect alone. This also applies when regional mean temperature responses are normalized by regional mean ERFs, with exceptions over the Arctic (Figure 6d), Europe (Figure 6g) and North America (Figure 6i). The sensitivity is largest over the Arctic (Figure 6d), due to large local sea-ice albedo-related positive feedbacks. Anthropogenic aerosols, surprisingly, result in a much larger sensitivity when normalised against global mean ERF, particularly over the Arctic, North America and Asia (Figure 6k). The sensitivity to regional mean aerosol ERF is negative over the Arctic, the Southern Ocean (Figure 6f), Europe (Figure 6g) and the USA (Figure 6i). This, as clearly shown in Figure 4b and 4f, indicates that forcing and temperature response can be of opposite sign for aerosols over those regions.

For tropospheric ozone, the sensitivity displays large variations across regions. Note the large and negative sensitivity (\(< -80 \text{ K m}^2 \text{ W}^{-1}\)) over South America. This is explainable given the increase in temperature (Figure 4g), despite the statistically insignificant and negative forcing (Figure 4c). Finally, stratospheric ozone has the smallest sensitivity at global scale and large variability and uncertainties from region to region.

The negative relationship between aerosol ERF and temperature response warrants further discussion. Of particular interest is the large negative sensitivity value over the Arctic. Further analysis (Figure S3) shows that the pronounced Arctic cooling is associated with reduced surface net radiation and cloud fraction, an overall extension of the sea ice-covered areas, and a widespread low-tropospheric anomalous anticyclone. Interestingly, the high-latitude hemispheric-wide anomalies (e.g., temperature, sea ice extent, sea level pressure) are dominated by prominent changes in the North Atlantic and Barents Sea sector. Here, the low-level flow, part of an extensive cyclonic circulation centred over Central Europe (Figure S3a) developing in response to the large regional aerosol reduction and subsequent local warming (Figure 4f), is anomalously southward and counteracts the climatological southwesterlies.
(Figure S3a) This reduced the northward transport of moisture to the Arctic region, suppressing cloud formation (Morrison et al., 2019). As clouds reduce (Figure S3b), the increase in surface downward shortwave radiation is overwhelmed by a much larger increase in the surface net longwave component, resulting in reductions in net radiation at the surface (Figure S3c). As a result, the Arctic surface cools and sea ice expands, leading to anomalous Arctic high pressure (Figure S3a) and increases in surface albedo (Figure S3d). This further enhances the cooling through the sea-ice-albedo feedbacks. Therefore, more cold air is transported southward partially opposing the warming associated with the positive ERF. The above analysis indicates the importance of atmospheric circulation adjustments, rather than the local forcing, in influencing the surface temperature changes at high latitudes (Undorf et al., 2018).

### 3.3 Precipitation response

The precipitation response patterns are shown in Figure 7 (see also Figure S4 for the zonal mean changes). GHG increases enhance global mean precipitation by 0.06±0.02 mm day\(^{-1}\), with the largest amounts in the eastern equatorial Pacific and the extratropical regions of both hemispheres. Changes in aerosols lead to a global mean precipitation reduction (-0.04±0.02 mm day\(^{-1}\)), with most pronounced changes over Asia (-0.13±0.07 mm day\(^{-1}\)) and the Western Pacific (Figure 7b). Also, a small but noticeable precipitation increase (+0.03±0.05 mm day\(^{-1}\)) is found over Europe associated with regional aerosol reductions. The zonal mean precipitation change features a decrease at almost all latitudes, and particularly over the tropics. The precipitation responses (both the spatial pattern and zonal mean changes) to GHGs and aerosols closely resemble those associated with the 2×CO\(_2\) and 5×SO\(_4\) experiments, respectively, of the Precipitation Driver and Response Model Inter-comparison Project (PDRMIP; Samset et al. (2016)).
The precipitation response to tropospheric ozone increase (Figure 7c) bears resemblance to that associated with aerosol changes, particularly over Asia, Southeast Asia and the Pacific Ocean. However, changes in the zonal mean profile show an enhancement of precipitation at the equator, along with a global mean increase of +0.01 mm day\(^{-1}\).

Precipitation changes due to stratospheric ozone depletion (Figure 7d) are broadly opposite to those associated with tropospheric ozone increase. More specifically, the precipitation increases over the Western Pacific but decreases over the Eastern Pacific and the Indian Ocean, resulting in an overall weak northward shift of the ITCZ. This generally agrees with Brönnimann et al. (2017) who reported that stratospheric ozone depletion has led precipitation to increase at the northern flank of the South Pacific Convergence Zone and to decrease at the south.

The global apparent hydrological sensitivity in equilibrium is estimated to be 1.4 % K\(^{-1}\) in the all forcing experiment, while the estimate from the LENS transient response is 1.3 % K\(^{-1}\). These estimates fit within the range (1-3 % K\(^{-1}\)) reported by phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5; Fläschner et al. (2016)), and suggest that the global apparent hydrological sensitivity does not differ sensibly between equilibrium and transient climate responses in CESM1. However, it worth pointing out that, compared to the all forcing experiment, the sensitivity is larger in magnitude when calculated for individual forcing including GHGs (1.8 % K\(^{-1}\)), aerosols (4.5 % K\(^{-1}\)) and tropospheric ozone (2.3 % K\(^{-1}\)).

To gain further insight into the characteristics of the precipitation responses, we examined changes in the daily precipitation distributions by analysing variations in the frequency distributions (Figure 8). Whilst precipitation is, by nature, spatially heterogeneous which may result, when averaged over large regions, into a partial cancellation between opposite sign anomalies over different sub-regions and thus to a smaller signal, we believe that large-scale averages provide useful information to identify large-scale patterns of
changes which are directly linked to the management of country-wide resources and to the
development of adaptation strategies. To facilitate quantitative discussion, we define three
precipitation categories: light (precipitation ≤10<sup>th</sup> percentile of the 1970 climatological
distribution), moderate (10<sup>th</sup>-90<sup>th</sup> percentile) and heavy-to-extreme (≥90<sup>th</sup> percentile)
precipitation. Note carefully these definitions are only for the purpose of quantitative
analysis. Figure 8 shows the global (Figure 8a) and global land-only (Figure 8b) precipitation
distributions; the remaining panels compare Asia (Figure 8c) to Europe (Figure 8d). These
two regions have opposite 1970-2010 aerosol changes, albeit of different magnitude (Figure
2), allowing us to examine whether the corresponding precipitation distributions also display
opposite responses.

In response to the 1970-2010 changes in all forcings, the global mean daily
precipitation distribution shifts to higher values, resulting in a mean shift of the precipitation
distribution by +0.06 mm day<sup>-1</sup> (+1.8%). This is primarily associated with GHG increases
(+1.9%). The impact of tropospheric ozone increase on the distribution is similar but
secondary (+0.31%) compared to GHGs. By comparison, anthropogenic aerosol increases
and stratospheric ozone depletion shift the distribution towards lower values, resulting in a
mean precipitation change of -1.1% and -0.03%, respectively. Land-only precipitation
changes resemble those at global scale (land + ocean), but feature a relatively stronger effect
of ozone changes together with a smaller effect of GHGs.

Examining now regional responses, the all forcings-driven changes result in a flatter
and wider distribution of daily precipitation over Asia (Figure 8c). This is primarily
associated with aerosol increases (-4.2%, -0.13 mm day<sup>-1</sup>) which outweigh the effects of
GHGs (+3.4%, +0.10 mm day<sup>-1</sup>) and tropospheric ozone (+0.1%, +0.00 mm day<sup>-1</sup>) increase.
Noticeably, aerosol increases result in an increase of light (+1.0%) and moderate (+1.3%)
precipitation, concurrently with a suppression of heavy-to-extreme precipitation (-2.3%). The
magnitude of these changes is larger than that associated with all forcings (0.5%, -0.3% and -0.2%, respectively). Over Europe (Figure 8d), changes in the daily precipitation distribution are also strongly influenced by aerosols, but in the opposite way (+0.05 mm day\(^{-1}\), +2.6%) to Asia: aerosol reduction leads the heavy-to-extreme precipitation in Europe to increase by 3.2%, accounting for 55% of the 1970-2010 total increase in heavy precipitation. Meanwhile, light and moderate precipitation are suppressed by -0.2% and -3.0%, respectively. Compared to aerosols, there is a relatively smaller contribution from GHG increases (a mean change of +0.03 mm day\(^{-1}\), +1.3%), while the effects of tropospheric ozone increase are approximately balanced by those due to stratospheric ozone depletion.

In summary, changes in the precipitation distribution over Asia and Europe highlight the dominant role of aerosols over other forcings in modulating local precipitation. This is particularly important for heavy-to-extreme precipitation, being reduced from 10% to 7.7% by aerosol increases over Asia, and increased from 10% to 13.2% by aerosol decreases over Europe. The contrast between Asia and Europe, therefore, demonstrates the effectiveness of increased (decreased) aerosols in weakening (enhancing) precipitation, respectively.

4 Discussion and conclusions

Human activities have altered both composition and (chemical and physical) properties of the atmosphere since the industrial era (Acosta Navarro et al., 2017). Such changes are even more distinctive during the past four decades (1970-2010). Specifically, on top of the steady GHG increases, there are contrasting trends of air pollutant emissions between developing and developed regions (Hoesly et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018b; Zheng et al., 2018; Aas et al., 2019), as well as opposite trends between tropospheric and stratospheric ozone changes (Checa-Garcia et al., 2018). Employing CESM1, we carried out time-slice simulations to investigate the effective radiative forcing and climate responses to 1970-2010
changes in these climate forcers, emphasizing the comparison between the individual impacts of GHGs and SLCFs.

Changes in atmospheric composition during 1970-2010 brought about a TOA total ERF of 1.56±0.45 W m\(^{-2}\), mostly due to changes in GHGs (1.50±0.44 W m\(^{-2}\)) with secondary contributions from anthropogenic aerosols, tropospheric ozone increase and stratospheric ozone depletion (-0.11±0.14, 0.24 ± 0.01 and -0.07±0.15 W m\(^{-2}\), respectively). These estimates are consistent with the ones reported by the AR5 for the period 1970-2010 (GHGs: 1.48 W m\(^{-2}\); aerosols: -0.20 W m\(^{-2}\); tropospheric ozone increase: 0.14 W m\(^{-2}\), and stratospheric ozone depletion: 0.04 W m\(^{-2}\), see Table AII.12, Chapter 8.1 in Stocker et al. (2013)). Our estimate for tropospheric ozone increase is larger than the AR5 one. This is consistent with Myhre et al. (2017a) who found that ozone forcing is larger than the AR5 estimate during the period 1990-2015, likely due to an increase in NO\(_x\) emissions which is twice larger than the emission data used in AR5. The IPCC AR4 (Figure SPM.5) multi-model experiments reported that, in the case where all forcing agents are fixed at their 2000 levels, there is ~0.4 K of additional warming by 2100 due to the slow response of the ocean. The additional warming is around 1/3 of the 1900-2000 transient warming, and 2/3 of the amount occurred in the period 1970-2000 (Meehl et al., 2007). We show that compared to the transient changes, there is an additional global warming (~0.6 K) and precipitation increase (~0.03 mm day\(^{-1}\)) when present-day climate equilibrates to 1970-2010 emission changes. This in general is consistent with AR4, while the differences can be explained by differences in experimental design. The committed warming may result in changes in many other aspects of the climate system (Schlesinger, 1986; Tricot and Berger, 1987; Williams et al., 2016; Yoshimori et al., 2016) and associated impacts such as global scale precipitation changes discussed above.
The equilibrium climate responses to GHGs and aerosols, in general, agree with literature showing that the historical global mean temperature and precipitation changes are dominated by GHGs (Taylor and Penner, 1994; Min et al., 2011; Stocker et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2016), while aerosols play important roles in regional precipitation changes (e.g., the drying trend of the Asian monsoon (Yihui and Chan, 2005; Lau and Kim, 2006; Bollasina et al., 2011; Ganguly et al., 2012; Polson et al., 2014; Song et al., 2014; Lau and Kim, 2017; Ma et al., 2017)). However, as opposed to those arguing that the spatial patterns of the climate responses to GHGs and aerosols are similar (Xie et al., 2013; Kasoar et al., 2018; Persad et al., 2018), our results demonstrate that the climate forcing and responses to SLCFs are with large spatial heterogeneity and uncertainty (Shindell et al., 2015; Aamaas et al., 2017). Xie et al. (2016) estimated a global mean ERF of +0.46 W m$^{-2}$, a temperature increase of +0.36 K and precipitation increase of +0.02 mm day$^{-1}$ due to 1850-2013 tropospheric ozone increase. These estimates all agree in sign with our estimates for the period 1970-2010, and are around 2-3 times larger in magnitudes. Also, note that the spatial patterns of the precipitation response to tropospheric ozone increase show good agreement with each other (compare Figure 7c with Figure 5c of Xie et al. (2016)). For stratospheric ozone depletion, we acknowledge that the annual global mean values reported here may not be able to reflect fully the impacts which are mainly through modulating austral summer atmospheric (subpolar to tropical latitudes) circulations (McLandress et al., 2011; England et al., 2016; Chiodo et al., 2017; Karpechko et al., 2018). This will be explicitly investigated in our future works.

Effective radiative forcing is generally deemed to be a useful indicator of temperature changes (Shindell and Faluvegi, 2009; Myhre et al., 2013; Shindell et al., 2015; Forster et al., 2016; Lewinschal et al., 2019). However, it has also been pointed out that forcing and temperature response are not necessarily collocated, due to many other climate processes and feedbacks such as the atmospheric and oceanic heat transport, and atmospheric circulation.
adjustments (Boer and Yu, 2003; Shindell et al., 2010; Bellouin et al., 2016; Persad and Caldeira, 2018). Nevertheless, possible links between forcing and temperature response, at least at large scale such as within latitudinal bands, has been suggested (Shindell and Faluveci, 2009; Flanner, 2013; Shindell, 2014; Shindell et al., 2015). The major appeal behind this is that such links may help develop simplified metrics for quickly evaluating the climate impacts of possible mitigation strategies in the future (Aamaas et al., 2017; Lewinschal et al., 2019). The links between forcing and temperature response found by above works, with large uncertainties and dependency upon many factors, are derived from highly idealized model experiments which represent only a few facets of the actual climate. In addition, as pointed out by Lewinschal et al. (2019), the temperature response sensitivity also depends on the magnitude of emissions. This suggests that the conclusions (sensitivity values) can vary substantially upon experimental designs with emissions of different magnitude and source location (Feichter et al., 2004; Ming and Ramaswamy, 2009; Wilcox et al., 2015). We show here that the relationship between forcing and temperature response may work for GHGs, but not for SLCFs; the relationship shows considerable variability depending on the region and forcing agent. Our results agree with recent works showing that the regional pattern of climate responses to SLCFs depend on the specific forcing agent, as well as timing and location of emissions (Aamaas et al., 2017; Persad and Caldeira, 2018; Lewinschal et al., 2019). However, the caveat is that the results/conclusions presented here may be model dependent. This is particularly the case for SLCFs, and aerosols in particular, whose climate forcing and response are highly heterogeneous and are not well constrained in present generation climate models.

Additionally, we found that
• Once the present-day climate has reached equilibrium, both the global mean temperature and precipitation changes would be twice as much as those in the transient 1970-2010 simulations.

• Increases in GHGs and tropospheric ozone enhance global mean precipitation and shift the daily precipitation distribution to larger amounts. On the contrary, the overall aerosol increases and stratospheric ozone depletion suppress global mean precipitation and shift the daily distribution toward smaller amounts.

• Compared to the global scale, the effectiveness of SLCFs in changing the characteristics of the daily precipitation distribution is stronger over regional scales. This is especially important for regions such as Asia and Europe where precipitation changes, and the frequency of heavy-to-extreme precipitation in particular, are dominated by changes in aerosols rather than GHGs.

In summary, we show that the present-day climate response to the recent (1970-2010) emission changes is far from being in equilibrium, implying that even with current emission levels we have observed only a fraction of the equilibrium changes to climate and associated risks (Mauritsen and Pincus, 2017). In addition, the concept of effective radiative forcing should be used very cautiously to interpret the impacts of SLCFs. A very representative example is aerosols that are shown to outweigh GHGs in regional precipitation changes, and modulate heavy to extreme precipitation significantly. Given the possibility that emissions/concentrations of SLCFs will decline in the coming decades, it is crucial to reduce the uncertainties in our understanding of the climate impacts of SLCFs. This is critically important to achieve more robust near-future climate projections and to manage climate risks (e.g., drought, flood, heatwaves, air pollution and etc.) more effectively.
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Table 1 Overview of the equilibrium model experiments. They are, the baseline runs under 1970 (B70) and 2010 forcings (B10), fixing greenhouse gases and ozone in 1970 levels (SGO), fixing anthropogenic aerosol and their precursor gases in 1970 levels (SAA), fixing tropospheric and stratospheric ozone in 1970 levels (SOZ), and fixing tropospheric ozone in 1970 levels (STO). The climate responses are resolved into changes due to each forcing as follows: All=B10–B70; GHGs=SGO – SOZ; AAs= B10– SAA; Trop. O₃=B10–STO; Strat. O₃=STO–SOZ. The B70 simulation is initialised using the LENS transient simulation (ensemble member 34) at 1970, while all others are branched off from the LENS transient simulation (also member 34) at 2010. All simulations are integrated into equilibrium (see the length (no. of years) of each simulation in brackets in the first column), and only the last 30 years of each run are used for analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation (length, years)</th>
<th>Initial condition</th>
<th>Greenhouse Gases (GHGs)</th>
<th>Anthropogenic aerosols (AAs)</th>
<th>Tropospheric ozone increase (Trop. O₃)</th>
<th>Stratospheric ozone depletion (Strat. O₃)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B10 (150)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAA (120)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGO (90)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STO (150)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1 Time evolution (dashed lines and also the 11-years running mean in solid) of the global annual mean surface air temperature from the fully-coupled CESM1 baseline and perturbation runs. B70 and B10 refer to 1970 and 2010 all forcing runs, respectively. The perturbation simulations include SGO (fixing greenhouse gases plus ozone at their 1970 levels), SAA (fixing anthropogenic aerosols and their precursor gases at 1970 levels), SOZ (fixing ozone at 1970 levels) and STO (fixing tropospheric ozone at 1970 levels). The black boxes denote the last 30 years of each run analysed here. Note that all simulations except for B70 started from a same 2010 dump (red half-circle) while B70 stared from a 1970 dump (black half-circle), from the CESM1 large ensemble run (LENS, no 34). Also see Table 1 for the detailed experiment design.
Figure 2 The 1970-2010 changes in (a) anthropogenic aerosol emissions (g m⁻² year⁻¹), (b) CESM1 modelled aerosol burdens (mg m⁻²) and (c) spatial distribution of aerosol optical depth (AOD) at a wavelength of 550nm. Emissions and burdens are shown as the area-weighted mean over the global scale (red), Asia (yellow), Europe (green) and USA (purple). The definitions of these regions are denoted by the black boxes in (c). Emissions include black carbon (BC), organic carbon (OC), non-methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOC) and sulphur dioxide (SO₂). Aerosol burdens include BC, primary organic carbon (POM), secondary organic carbon (SOA) and sulphate (SO₄). Hatches in (c), and also in all other figures, denote a statistically significant difference (5%), derived using a two-tailed student t-test. Note the emissions and burdens of BC are raised by a factor of 10 for legibility.
Figure 3 Comparisons of 1970-2010 changes in (a-d) annual mean surface air temperature and (e-h) precipitation. They are: (a, e) the difference between 1970 and 2010 equilibrium experiments in this study, (b, f) the difference between the time period 1963-1977 and 2003-2017 from the CESM1 large ensemble mean, (c, g) the difference between time period 1963-1977 and 2003-2017 from NCEP/NCAR surface temperature reanalysis and the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) precipitation, as well as (d, h) their zonal means (solid for mean changes, and shadings for the 25th-75th uncertainty range). Solid curves in (h) are the corresponding land-only zonal mean precipitation changes, which are plotted to compare to the GPCC dataset that has data only over land. Hatches in the maps denote a statistically significant difference (5%), derived using a two-tailed student t-test. Note that to make the plot readable, the uncertainty range for zonal mean precipitation response is not shown.
Figure 4  Spatial distribution of 2010 relative to 1970 (a-d) top-of-the-atmosphere effective radiative forcing (ERF) and (e-h) surface air temperature (SAT), in responses to changes in (a, e) greenhouse gases (GHGs), (b, f) anthropogenic aerosols (AAs), (c, g) tropospheric ozone increase (Trop. O₃) and (d, h) stratospheric ozone depletion (Strat. O₃). The right column shows the zonal mean changes (black for ERF and red for SAT); note the different x-axis scales between GHGs and others, as well as the different units between SAT (K) and ERF (W m⁻²). Also see Figure S2 for the redrafted zonal mean temperature changes for comparison. Numbers on the top right of each panel are the area-weighted global mean values.
Figure 5 Area-weighted mean of 2010 relative to 1970 top-of-the-atmosphere ERF (W m$^{-2}$) over (a) global scale, (b) Tropical region (28°S-28°N), (c) Arctic (60°N-90°N), (d) Asia, (e) Europe and (f) USA. The total ERF (black) is resolved into those associated with each forcing agents: GHGs (green), AAs (red), Trop. O$_3$ (purple) and Strat. O$_3$ (blue). Error bars indicate the standard deviation spread.
Figure 6 The sensitivity \( (K \text{ (W m}^{-2})^{-1}) \) of area-weighted mean temperature responses per unit ERF from all forcings (black), GHGs (green), AAs (red), Trop. O\(_3\) (purple) and Strat. O\(_3\) (blue). The response is normalized by global (white background) and regional (yellow background) mean ERFs. The blue dashed lines indicate the global mean temperature response normalized by global GHG forcing (0.68 K (W m\(^{-2}\))\(^{-1}\)). The results are shown for (a) globe, (b) global land, (c) global ocean, (d) Arctic (70°-90°N), (e) Northern Hemisphere, (f) Southern Hemisphere, (g) Europe, (h) Tropics (28°S-28°N), (i) North America, (j) South America, (k) Asia and (l) Africa. Green stars denote that both global/regional mean ERF and temperature response are statistically significant (p-value <0.05, two-tailed student t-test), while green plus and cross denote, respectively, that only ERF or temperature response is statistically significant.
Figure 7 Spatial distribution and the zonal mean of precipitation changes, in response to 1970-2010 changes in (a) GHGs, (b) AAs (c) Trop. O$_3$ and (d) Strat. O$_3$. Numbers on the top right of each panel are the global mean values. Also see Figure S4 for the redrafted zonal mean precipitation changes for comparison.
**Figure 8** The 1970-2010 variations in the probability distribution (PDFs, curves, left axis) of area-weighted mean daily precipitation, as well as the shift of the mean value of the distribution in percent (bars, percent relative to 1970). The PDFs are calculated over bins with a size of 0.05 mm day$^{-1}$ and then normalized by the peak frequency of the corresponding 1970 climatological distribution (grey histogram). The 10th and 90th percentiles of the climatological distribution are denoted by the green and red vertical dashed lines, respectively. Note for Asia and Europe, the variations in the probability distributions (curves) are merged into larger bins (0.5 mm day$^{-1}$) for legibility. Results are shown for (a) globe, (b) global land, (c) Asia and (d) Europe. The 1970-2010 total changes are resolved into each individual forcings: GHGs (green), AAs (red), Trop.O$_3$ (purple) and Strat.O$_3$ (blue).